ABSTRACT. This article introduces proximal planar vortex 1-cycles, resembling the structure of vortex atoms introduced by William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in 1867 and recent work on the proximity of sets that overlap either spatially or descriptively. Vortex cycles resemble Thomson's model of a vortex atom, inspired by P.G. Tait's smoke rings. A vortex cycle is a collection of non-concentric, nesting 1-cycles with nonempty interiors (i.e., a collection of 1-cycles that share a nonempty set of interior points and which may or may not overlap). Overlapping 1-cycles in a vortex yield an Edelsbrunner-Harer nerve within the vortex. Overlapping vortex cycles constitute a vortex nerve complex. Several main results are given in this paper, namely, a Whitehead CW topology and a Leader uniform topology are outcomes of having a collection of vortex cycles (or nerves) equipped with a connectedness proximity and the case where each cluster of closed, convex vortex cycles and the union of the vortex cycles in the cluster have the same homotopy type.
) is a collection of non-concentric, nesting 1-cycles with nonempty interiors (i.e., 1-cycles that share a nonempty set of interior points and which may or may not overlap). That is, the 1-cycles in every planar vortex cycle have a common nonempty interior. A 1-cycle is a finite, collection of vertices (0-cells) connected by oriented edges (1-cells) that define a simple, closed path so that there is a path between any pair of vertices in the collection. A path is simple, provided it has no self-intersections.
Let vcycA be a finite region of the Euclidean plane (denoted by R 2 ). Also, let bdy(vcycA) be a set of boundary points of vcycA. Then, for every vortex cycle, there is a collection of functions f : bdy(vcycA) −→ R 2 such that each function maps a vcycA boundary point to an interior fixed point shared by the 1-cycles in the vortex. The physical analogue of a vortex cycle is a collection of non-concentric, nesting equipotential curves in an electric field [3, §5.1, pp. 96-97] . This view of vortex cycles befits a proximal physical geometry approach to the study of vortices in the physical world [36] .
Oriented 1-cycles by themselves in vortex cycles are closed braids [5] with nonempty interiors. The study of vortex cycles and their spatial as well as descriptive proximities is important in isolating distinctive shape properties such as vertex area, cycle overlap count, hole count, nerve count, perimeter, diameter over surface shape sub-regions. A finite, bounded planar shape A (denoted by shA) is a finite region of the Euclidean plane bounded by a simple closed curve and with a nonempty interior [39] . In effect, a vortex cycle is a system of shapes within a shape 1 The geometry of vortex cycles is related to the study shape signatures [38] and the geometry of photon vortices by N.M. Litchinitser [26] , overlapping vortices by E. Adelberger, G. Dvali and A. Gruzinov [14] , vortex properties of photons and electromagnetic vortices formed by photons by I.V. Dzedolik [13] and vortex atoms introduced by Kelvin [24] . Proof. The boundary of each planar shape is a finite, simple closed curve. Hence, from Theorem 1, a finite, planar shape separates the plane into two regions, namely, the region outside the shape boundary and the region in the shape interior.
Theorem 2. A finite planar vortex cycle is a collection of non-concentric, nesting shapes within a shape.
Proof. Each 1-cycle in a finite planar vortex cycle is a simple, closed curve. By definition, a vortex cycle is a collection of non-concentric 1-cycles nesting within a 1-cycle, each with a nonempty interior. From Theorem 1, each vortex 1-cycle separates the plane into two regions. Hence, from Lemma 1, a finite planar vortex is a collection of planar shapes within a shape.
A darkened region in a planar shape represents a hole in the interior of the shape. In cellular homology, a cell complex K is a Hausdorff space and a sequence of subspaces called skeletons [8] (also called a CW complex or Closure-finite Weak topology complex [22] ). Minimal planar skeletons are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 includes a K 1.5 skeleton, which is a filled triangle with a 2-hole in its interior. The fractional dimension of a K 1.5 skeleton signals the fact such a skeleton has a partially filled interior, punctured with one or more holes. A 2-hole is a planar region with a boundary and an empty interior. For example, a finite simple, closed curve that is the boundary of a planar shape defines a 2-hole.
For a recent graphics study of polygons with holes in their interiors, see H. Boomari, M. Ostavari and A. Zarei [20] . Also, from Table 1 , it is apparent from the grey shading that a K 2 skeleton is the intersection of three half planes that form a filled triangle. Similarly, a 6-sided 1-cycle such as cycA 2 in vortex cycle vcycA in Fig. 1 Planar Geometry Interior
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Filled triangle nonempty intersection of finitely-many closed half planes [52] . In general, a 1-cycle is an n-sided polytope that is the intersection of n half planes. 
PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly presents the axioms for connectedness, strong and descriptive proximity. A nonempty set P is a proximity space, provided the closeness or remoteness of any two subsets in P can be determined.
2.1. Cech Proximity Space. A proximity space P is sometimes called a δ-space for P equipped with [43] , provided P is equipped with a relation δ that satisfies, for example, the followingCech axioms for sets A, B, C ∈ 2 P .
Cech axioms[47, §2.5, p. 439] P1 All subsets in P are far from the empty set. P2 A δ B =⇒ B δ A, i.e., A close to B implies B is close to A.
A space P equipped with theCech proximity (denoted by (P, δ)) is called aCech proximity space. We adopt the convention for a proximity metric δ : 2 P × 2 P −→ {0, 1} introduced by Ju. M. Smirnov [43, §1, p. 8] . We write δ(A, B) = 0, provided subsets A, B ∈ 2 P are close and δ(E, H) = 1, provided subsets A, B ∈ 2 P are not close, i.e., there is a non-zero distance between E and H. Let A, B, C ∈ 2 P . Then a proximity space satisfies the following properties.
Smirnov Proximity Space Properties
Q1 If A ⊆ B, then for any C, δ(A, C) ≥ δ(B, C). Q2 Any sets which intersect are close. Q3 No set is close to the empty set.
In aCech proximity space, Smirnov proximity space property Q3 is satisfied by axiom P 1 and property Q2 is satisfied by axioms P2-P4, i.e., any subsets of P are close, provided the subsets have nonempty intersection. That is, A close to B implies B is close to A (axiom P2). Similarly, A close to B ∪ C implies A is close to B or A is close to C (axiom P3) or A is close to B ∩ C (axiom P4). Let A ∩ C = ∅. Then δ(A, C) = 1, since A has no points in common with C. Similarly, assume B ∩ C = ∅. Then, δ(B, C) = 1, since B and C have no points in common. Hence, property Q1 is satisfied, since Let X be a nonempty set and let A, B ∈ 2 X , nonempty subsets in the collection of subsets 2 X . A and B are mutually separated, provided A ∩ B = ∅, i.e., A and B have no points in common [51, §26. 4, p. 192] . From the notion of separated sets, we obtain the following result for connected spaces.
Theorem 4. [51]
X is connected and
Proof. In this work, connectedness is defined in terms of the connectedness proximity By replacing δ with conn δ in the remainingCech axioms, we obtain Connectedness proximity axioms.
e., the sets of skeletons A and B are not close (A and B are far from each other).
A connectedness proximity space is denoted by (K, Proof. Let A, B, C ∈ K. Smirnov proximity space property Q3 is satisfied by axiom P 1conn and property Q2 is satisfied by axioms P2conn-P4conn, i.e., any sets of skeletons that are close, are connected. Let C ⊂ A ∪ B (C is part of the skeleton A ∪ B ∈ K). For any vertex p in A or B, there is a path between p and any vertex q ∈ C. Then A 
Smirnov property Q1 is satisfied. Hence, (K, conn δ ) is a proximity space. Proof. A vortex cycle is a collection of concentric 1-cycles. Each 1-cycle is a skeleton. Then vortex cycle is a collection of skeletons and each collection of vortex cycles is also a collection of skeletons. Hence, from Lemma 3, K is a connectedness proximity space. Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6, since the relationships between vortex nerves in K is unaffected by the presence of holes in the interiors of the nerves. Fig. 6 . The boundary of A (denoted by bdyA) is defined by bdyA = {q ∈ X : B(q) ⊂ A ∩ X \ A} (Boundary of set A).
Example 6. A pair of disjoint vortex nerves containing holes in their interiors is represented in
K h
Of great interest in the study of the closeness of vortex cycles is the interior of a shape, found by subtracting the boundary of a shape from its closure. In general, the interior of a nonempty set A ⊂ X (denoted by intA) defined by intA = clA − bdyA (Interior of set A). Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3, since K is also a collection of skeletons equipped with the proximity conn δ . Fig. 8 Fig. 8 , The interior IntcycH 2 is represented in Fig. 7in Descriptive Overlap Connectedness proximity axioms.
Example 7. Overlapping Vortex Nerves.
Two pairs of overlapping vortex nerves are represented in
intcycA 2 ∩ intcycE 2 = ∅ ⇒ cycA 2 ∧ ∧ conn δ cycE 2 ⇒ vNrvA ∧ ∧ conn δ vNrvE, Axiom P5intConn, we have vNrvA ∧ ∧ conn δ vNrvE ⇒ intcycA 2 ∩ intcycE 2 = ∅.
Concentric vortex nerves vNrvB, vNrvH are also represented in
i.e., the sets of skeletons A and B are not descriptively close (A and B are far from each other).
, A is descriptively close to B implies B is descriptively close to A. 
This is the case, even though the hole count and nerve cycle count are far apart.
Example 11. Absence of Descriptive Connectedness of Sample Vortex Cycles.
The bar graph in Fig. 10 Cycles cycA 2 , cycH 1 do not overlap) ,
Vortex Cycle Spaces Equipped with Proximal Relators. This section introduces a connectedness proximal relator [35] (denoted by R)
, an extension of a Száz relator [44] , which is a non-void collection of connectedness proximity relations on a nonempty cell complex K. A space equipped with a proximal relator R is called a proximal relator space (denoted by (K, R)). 
Lemma 4. Let
Proof. 
MAIN RESULTS
This section gives some main results for collections of proximal vortex cycles and proximal vortex nerves.
3.1. Topology on Vortex Cycle Spaces. This section introduces the construction of topology (homology) classes of vortex cycles and vortex nerves. Topology classes have proved to be useful in classifying physical objects such as quasi-crystals [11] and in knowledge extraction [17] . Such classes provide a basis for knowledge extraction about proximal vortex cycles and nerves. A strong beneficial side-effect of the construction of such classes is the ease with which the persistence of homology class objects can be computed (see, e.g., [16] , [2] ). More importantly, the construction of topology classes leads to problem size reduction (see, e.g., [31, §3.1, p. 5] is a connectedness proximity space. Let skA, skB be skeletons in a finite cell complex K. The closure cl(skA) is finite and includes the connected vertices on the boundary bdy(skA) and in the interior bdy(skA) of skA. Since K is finite, cl(skA) intersects a only a finite number of other skeletons in K. The intersection skA ∩ skB = ∅ is itself a finite skeleton, which can be either a single vertex or a set of edges common to skA, skB. In that case, skA conn δ skB. By definition, skA ∩ skB is a skeleton in K. Consequently, whenever skA conn δ skB, then skA ∩ skB ∈ K. Hence, K, 
Proof.
Each E ∈ τ is a finite collection of vortex cycles equipped with the proximity ∧ ∧ conn δ Φ . Each closure cl(vcycH) ∈ E intersects with a finite number of other vortex cycles in E, since E is finite (closure finiteness property). Let cl(vcycA), cl(vcycB) ∈ E. For
, from Axiom P4intConn (weak topology property). Hence, E has a CW topology. 
Immediate from Theorem 13. Proof. Each vortex cycle vcycA in C is constructed from a collection of closed, convex skeletons in the cell complex K. Consequently, C is a collection of closed, convex vortex cycles. Hence, from Lemma 7, we have that the union of the vortex cycles cycA ∈ C and C have the same homotopy type. 
open-1
o Vortex photons can be spatially close (overlap). From Theorem 11, a CW topology can be constructed on each cluster of vortex photons in a uniform Leader topology on a collection of vortex photons. In that case, the problem of considering the spatial closeness of vortex photons for classification and analysis purposes, is simplified by considering a CW topology on each cluster of intersecting vortex photons. This is a form of problem reduction, which has not yet been attempted. 
